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The manual for Users and Data Administrators: Why and for whom?

The AIIP is based on UN-Software DevInfo 6.0 (www.devinfo.org). The manual is an add-on to the two DevInfo manuals: The User Guide (di_60_users_guide_[en]_r2.pdf) and the Data Base Administration Guide (da_60_database_administration_guide_[en]_r2.pdf). The standard DevInfo documentation can be downloaded from http://www.devinfo.org/di_documentation.html. The manual will summarize the particular characteristics of the ASEAN integration information platform – AIIP. It is a brief summary of the regular steps to use the system, which are not much different from the use of the standard DevInfo and the approach to update the system with new data series, modify the structure of the data series stored and manipulate the database. Here the approach is a bit beyond the standard use of DevInfo, partially due to the fact that the Data Base Administration Software is limited in some aspects. Another reason is that the AIIP is a new system with some characteristics beyond the scope of a standard DevInfo. Another chapter is on recommendations for further use. At present the AIIP is a prototype and has been set up during a short mission. Its further use will depend on the maintenance of the system (probably by ASEAN Stats) and the demand for the system (probably by ASEAN staff and departments). To support the maintenance aspect is the purpose of this manual. A corresponding report for stakeholders and future users of the system has been circulated in a first version.

How to use AIIP, first steps

The AIIP is a system of numerical data series, structured by subject groups (called sectors). These sectors limit the number of data series attributed to a subject group. Users familiar with the World Development Indicators of the World Bank Group (http://databank.worldbank.org/ddp/home.do), now and since few years a free data source will know and understand the system easily.

The AIIP system has been adapted in parts from the standard DevInfo software. This is encouraged by the owners of the software (This database software has been developed with the cooperation of the UN system. The product has been adapted from UNICEF ChildInfo technology). The standard package can be downloaded fee of charge as indicated above. This chapter is how to use the adapted prototype:

The first step is to click on the AIIP icon

This icon is available after installation from CD and to be replaced by clicking on the standard DevInfo icon. Then choose replace icon from the properties menu and select the above icon from the installation CD. The icon has been created by the consultant, any other icon could be developed by a standard graphics package (“Adobe Photoshop”, “Paint Shop Pro” to name just two). Another chapter of this manual will explain briefly the customization of the DevInfo to meet the required form of AIIP or any other system if the users and administrators of ASEAN will require to change the name of appearance.

The heart of the system is one or are several Microsoft ACCESS database files. The relationship to Microsoft Office packages is very apparent, however no license for any of the Microsoft packages is required nor is the use of EXCEL mandatory. The open source packages of OpenOffice can be used to work on the result files generated by the AIIP queries. For simplicity the use of EXCEL is documented in this manual without recommending the software.

The first screen to appear is as follows. Some graphics indicate the adaptation from DevInfo to AIIP, but the main bulk of the user interface is just standard DevInfo. So for any further information the DevInfo User Guide (see above) should be consulted.
Initial Screen and Selections


Then click on 5. Data (to show the result of your query)

Click button for help on “Single Window”. This feature is only a template in this prototype; it leads to the sub page ASEAN Economic Community of asean.org. An appropriate webpage could / should be addressed if made available by ASEAN Secretariat.

All other features are standard as for DevInfo 6.0 but more adaptation is easily possible. Please refer to the user guides (download from http://www.devinfo.org/di_documentation.html) for more information on how to use and how to personalize AIIP.

The second step is to select series (also called indicators). These are the named numerical time series.

2. Call Series (e.g. FDI, Trade, Tourism), Areas (ASEAN, ASEAN-6, CMLV, BIMP-EAGA), Time (years)

The standard approach to choose series is by clicking on button 1. and then choose from the available sector selection. The data series, called indicators are associated to sectors or sub sector. The selection of sectors helps you to narrow the scope of series to choose from.

The sub sector Global Indicators has only one indicator associated: Trade Openness (Total Trade as % of GDP). You select the indicator by dragging it to the rightmost window, the centre window shows...
all associated items, the left window shows the sector structure which opens and collapses browser like.

The sectors are structured in a browser like form: A new sector node has been created called AIIP with two sub sectors

1. Analysis&Indicators
2. Economical Integration

The second group of the AIIP prototype will basically use the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint key characteristics [4] and[5] stored in the Economical Integration Sector:

- Single Market and Production Base
- Competitive Economic Region
- Equitable Economic Development
- Integration into the Global Economy

to be statistically described by data series stored, maintained and updated regularly by ASEAN Stats. This sector divides further in various sub sectors in accordance with the Blueprint.

Other sectors like Demography, Economy belong to the existing Millennium Development Goal Statistics and have been maintained but could be removed easily

The Information to describe these key characteristics is the currently available data series (time series) at ASEAN stats as published in the ASEAN Statistical Yearbook.

So far data series available at ASEAN Stats have been attributed to these sectors. These data series are macro economic series like GDP or population statistics, Trade statistics, FDI statistics and Tourism statistics. Some other data series have been added from external data sources like World Bank, IMF and others. This will be documented in more detail in other documents.

The first sub group or sector is denominated Analysis&Indicators. This includes and is proposed to include in the future statistical data usually from external sources like ADB or ERIA or ASEAN/AusAID. So far - ARIC-Indicators of Regional Integration has been added as a sub sector.
After having selected the indicators, the area(s) for which the data series show information should be selected: As before some areas have been maintained from the standard DevInfo version, the continents and as their sub areas the corresponding countries.

Some new areas have been added as seen below. Clicking on one of the areas displays the attributed countries. Note that for selection the country names have to be dragged to the right most of the windows. This area selection could also be adapted to contain sub areas of countries like provinces, districts or even more decentralized areas. AIIP contains only countries for the time being.

The countries appear with their standard name and their AREA ID, which is sort of a database name for them. Select Area (non-blue) by double-click in the left most window. Select countries by dragging or clicking of the arrow symbols above the countries / areas. Like in the picture below, five areas (Asean, ASEAN-6, CLMV, BIMP and IMT) have been selected. This will show the aggregated data for these areas – if available and the tem member countries. This will show the data of the selected indicators for the selected countries.
The next step is to select time (years). Other selections to be can be the database (see picture). Another selection should be the source of information. Query results will displayed with their sources (where do these data come from).

Other previous selections could have been Goals, framework, Theme, Source, Institution and Convention from Screen 1-2.

These selections are other ways the reduce the number of indicators presented. For further information please consult the standard documentation of DevInfo.

The database file (ACCESS) in use can be seen on the top of the screen. This selection can be changed at any time but query selection will be lost. Otherwise query selection will be maintained for the next session if system is exited and closed.

If selection of indicators, areas have to be revised just move back to the selection screen pressing the appropriate button.

If no data as found for the selection then a message will say so. You could also use the blue arrow (always available in various selection windows) to select the available items. This means those items are selected or proposed for which data have been stored in the database.

After all the prior selection, a query can be initiated by pressing the <Data> button. In case of a successful query a screen like on the next page will appear.
The results of the query

The results are show in the 4 standard windows (as above in screen 1-7). The query results as lines of data base table (big window). The query results in table format (leftmost window on bottom), the query results in maps format (centre window on bottom), the query results in business graph format (rightmost window on bottom).

All of these elaborated results in the bottom windows are adaptable to suit the users demands. Details about the adaptation are found in the users guides. Query results can likewise be stored in a “Gallery”, all in EXCEL (.xls) format for
1. Retaining the table or graph file or
2. Continuing to work on the file in EXCEL or
3. Maintaining a selection of gallery templates, file formats which will can be retrieved and refreshed with current data at a posterior stage
Using the query results

More information on handling and maintaining AIIP, examples of the generated query, special features of maintenance and recommendations of handling in this manual of the use of the ASEAN integration information platform – AIIP for users and administrators.

Let us look at the results of the following query:

Data base: ASEAN Integration Information Platform (AIIP) 2011 V33.mdb

Sector as indicated: Global Indicators – 5 Data Series

Areas as indicated: Asean and the 10 member countries

Years: 2000 - 2010

The message appears: “Select where data exist?-because not for all indicators/areas/years data are available

Answer with <Ok>
Tables as query results

For simplicity let us concentrate on one indicator: Trade Openness (Total Trade as % of GDP) Percent. The Table stored can look this. How to manipulate table please refer to the standard DevInfo documentation:

Information on the indicator (Metadata) is available clicking on the “i” Button (Screen 1-7), what has been entered as Metadata (see Database administration) is shown as in Screen 1-11.

This Trade Openness indicator shows a significant difference between the 5 countries exceeding 100%, amazing the rise in Cambodia as well the decline in Myanmar, but the analysis of the results is not the subject here.

These results are stores as an EXCEL File.

Mark that the results as seen in Screen 1-10 is a file with 4 tabs. The main tab Table contains an image of the data and has to be copied for further manipulation.

It is easier however to use the Graph Option of the Query results to see the data in the form of business graphics. The alteration of the graph can be done directly in EXCEL if EXCEL is installed on the system or the customize facilities of the AIIP system can be used. The results are stored in a “Gallery” in EXCEL (.xls) format. A new query can use these files and (example given) add new time values and display the same template, that is the same table, graph or map file with new data.
Graphs as query results

Mark again that the file has 5 tabs and only the current main tab “Graph” is shown to the AIIP interface. Please refer to the standard DevInfo documentation for to manipulate graph in AIIP. Finally there is the

Map display of the query results

Maps of the countries (or regions) are displayed for the query results: The maps display the data for one year, usually indication higher values by darker (blue) colours. Identification of trade open countries is quite obvious. Click “Map Animator “ to open a video presentation showing maps for all time periods in sequence.

Maps in Maps (Inserts) are possible as various others displays of Maps. Again please refer to the standard DevInfo documentation to learn how to manipulate maps in AIIP.

Again the maps file is stored as an EXCEL file in the gallery. The availability of maps depends on the database system. Regional maps (provinces) might be available or even city maps
allow comparison and display of regional results. AIIP at present contains only national maps.

**Feed, Change, Delete Data in the Database; Administration of Content of AIIP**

The standard procedure to feed data to AIIP is done in three steps.

1. Create / Open a Template
2. Merge the template to the database
3. Data Entry to the database with prior preparation of the data in EXCEL
4. Metadata, add Metadata

But there are

5. Other ways to modify the database (Customizing and change of AIIP with ACCESS tools) ..which the standard data base administrations interface does not provide.

The first step is to click on the DevInfo 6.0 Data Base Administration icon

The standard interface will appear: We will limit the explanation to the main three activities

- Create / Use / Merge Template
- Data Entry

**Create a template**

The Template module allows you to create or modify a DevInfo database template. The database template provides the structural model for building a DevInfo database. It specifies the elements against which data can be entered into a DevInfo database. While creating a template, you can do the following:

- Define indicators
- Define units of measurement
- Define subgroups, such as sex, location, age group and others
- Link indicators, units and subgroups to form I-U-S combinations
- Categorize I-U-S combinations under various indicator classifications, such as Sector, Goal, Framework, Theme, Institution and Convention

- Define geographic areas
- Link geographic areas to maps (From DevInfo Database Administration Manual)
Add Indicators
Let us try to add 4 new indicators for some priority sectors:
1. Employment in agriculture (% of total employment)
2. Employment in industry (% of total employment)
3. Forest rents (% of GDP)
4. Textiles and clothing (% of value added in manufacturing)

All these data series have been downloaded from the WDI (http://databank.worldbank.org/ddp/home.do) for all the 10 member countries of ASEAN and for the years 2000-2010. It is obvious that the data series have not been aggregated for neither ASEAN nor the other mentioned groups. This will be subject of a posterior chapter.

In the DevInfo Database Administration software it would look like this:

This means 4 new indicators added. Now coming to Units and Subgroups (U-S). These can be imported from the DevInfo Registry (see Screen 2-3) The Percent is a Unit already used in DevInfo and can be important. For subgroups only Totals are maintained

Not that the indicator names might temporarily disappear forms the screen after the import: They have not disappeared but can be retrieved from the Indicator list through the list selector (downward arrow)

So after completing the units and subgroups the screen would look like this (2-4) before clicking the <next> button.
attributed to the node of Priority Integration Sector. All this can be altered at a later stage

So the sector screen would look like screen 2-5 before clicking the <next> button.

So indicators 1. and 3. are attributed to two sectors (A7. Food, o- Agriculture, Forestry and agro-based). The other indicators are related to one sector each and only. You have to click the indicators and highlight the sector.

No other areas will be added. So the next screen areas can be skipped (clicking the <next> button) and the file has to be saved under a name to remember (here AIIPV01_111120a.tpl). Clicking the <Finish> button ends the creation of new indicators via a template.

**Merge a template**

In the first screen select the template file you just created (or updated earlier), here AIIPV01_111120a.tpl. In the second screen you select the database (the ACCESS file) which contains all the data series (here ASEAN Integration Information Platform (AIIP) 2011 V34mdb). The third screen is shown below. It shows the indicators in the template file to be merged to the database. Select <import all> or click one by one and select the <import>. (Screen 2-7) button

This is to merge the indicators. If you update an existing template file, it might be that only new indicators have to be merged. Obviously not two indicators should be merged with identical names. However this may happen. How to cope with this will be explained later.

The next screen adapts the sector structure or more generally spoken, the “indicator classification”. Remember that we related the indicators to 4 different sectors. These sectors already exist in the database. We might also create new sectors but this is not our intention here.

The next screen (2-8), it is actually the <Step 8- Indicator classification> because the prior screens did not show anything new to merge shows the new sectors in the top part of the window and the existing sectors in the lower part of the window.
Map a sector structure to an existing one

If you would choose import, then new sectors would be created parallel to the AIIP node. This is certainly not what we intended. Rather we wished to attribute the indicator which we related to “agrobased” to the Priority integration sector “agro-based”. So instead of <Import> we choose the <Map > option. Clicking on the check box for selected sector, highlighting the existing sector in the database and clicking on the <Map> button will map the sectors, that is the indicator will be related to the right sub sector “agro-based” and it will make the sector disappear from the top window.

Continue with the other sectors accordingly and the data structure will be transferred to the database. If a sector has been created unintentionally and how this can be reversed will be explained later.

Note that the sectors are of different levels (4 and 5) this relates to the browser like structure of the sectors.

Nothing else has to be added to the database and so the <Step 10- Process> processes this merge between Template and Database. After clicking <Finish> at this step, the database has to be selected once more to make the merge finally take effect (this is a bit confusing that the database has to be selected twice). The results is a HTML page in your web browser to display th results of the merge. The number of indicators must have increased by 4.

Metadata for Indicators

Now the indicators are not complete without metadata information: What these series mean and how they are calculated and where the com from:

Select Indicator, select the database (here ASEAN Integration Information Platform (AIIP) 2011 V34mdb)

Choose the indicator, the indicators are sorted alphabetically. Click on the <Edit> Menu button

The appearing box for the metadata should be empty. Fill the appropriate sections with text of metadata, finish clicking on <Ok>

The entered text appears for verification. Proceed to the remaining
Preparing Data for AllIP with EXCEL

There are several ways to fill the database with values for the indicators. The proposed way has been experienced by the author and has proven to be 1.) rather quick, 2.) not very liable to errors.

**Data series / Indicators** are usually available in EXCEL

A typical example for one of the indicators “Employment in agriculture (% of total employment)” are shown below. What is usually missing is the calculation of corresponding indicators for the requested groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>IND</td>
<td>SL. AGR. EMPL.</td>
<td>Employment in agriculture (% of total employment)</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>SL. AGR. EMPL.</td>
<td>Employment in agriculture (% of total employment)</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>THA</td>
<td>SL. AGR. EMPL.</td>
<td>Employment in agriculture (% of total employment)</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>VNM</td>
<td>SL. AGR. EMPL.</td>
<td>Employment in agriculture (% of total employment)</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since we have indicators of percent, we cannot simply add the values for the different countries, e.g. ASEAN-10 is NOT the sum, of country’s percentages but is rather the weighted average of percentages. As a formula this reads $x_{\text{weighted}} = \frac{(x_1 \cdot w_1 + x_2 \cdot w_2 + \ldots)}{(w_1 + w_2 + \ldots)}$ where $x$ are the data values and $w$ are the weights. Here the weights will be related to population size than means a more populated country (like Indonesia) will enter the calculation with a much higher weight that a small one like Brunei.

The population weights are calculated from census data and for each year and country these weight differ slightly.

A typical calculation would look like this.
Note that the formulas have to be entered only once for each group and then can be copied across.

This weight calculation (Population size per year divided by total sum of populations for all countries of that year) will apply for the first two series, the other data series (forest rent and textile as % of manufacturing) of these selected examples should not be weighted according to the population size but rather by the economical capacity of the country. So the weight calculations of these two are by GDP weights (GDP per year divided by total sum of GDPs for all countries of that year). The calculation can be facilitated by EXCEL means.

Having all data series and groups completed, the use of Pivot table is very much recommended. For profitable use of Pivot Tables please refer to the EXCEL online help or the many textbooks on this subject:

While the original data can contain a lot of information, it can be difficult to get summarized information. A pivot table can help quickly summarize the data and highlight the desired information. The usage of a pivot table is extremely broad and depends on the situation. The first question to ask is, "What am I looking for?" Here the answer will be: we would like to have the data in that format that it can be easily transferred to the AIIP database. The result adapted to the data requirements of the Data Entry section of the Data Base Administration Software would look like this (this is only part of the EXCEL Pivot Table for the first indicator), but data are displayed for an indicator, summing the values for years 2000 -2010 and for country groups and member countries.

Having prepared the data series this way we may continue with the Data Entry with the Data Base Administration Software.

Data Entry to AIIP with the help of EXCEL

Go to <Data Entry/ Open>, Select the data base (here ASEAN Integration Information Platform (AIIP) 2011 V34mdb) and then select the new indicators (Step 2). The sector structure has been modified before:
In the next step 3 select the years (2000-2010), the next step 4 allows to select the areas. Since we have now prepared data for the five regions and all the member countries, all these areas should be selected. The areas (like ASEA-6) are selected by double-click, the countries by dragging the names to selection window.

The selection of the areas will look like screen 2-14.

The next step 5 allows associating a source with the indicators. We choose the World Bank Group and the World Development Indicators (WDI).

Having done this, the proper Data transfer is done in step 6, when a list of Data Fields appears for the four selected indicators sorted in the same way we have provided before in the EXCEL Pivot table. The data fields are sorted first according to years, then according to country groups and countries.

The sorting order in Pivot Table and Data Entry Screen of Areas has to be same but the order in Pivot Tables can be modified easily dragging an area (country) to the appropriate position. Note that in the data field screen, the countries are not in alphabetical order (like Indonesia is before Cambodia) because the order is defined by an internal area name (the Area ID), which is shown left of the plain country name. The data transfer is now easy. Mark the data area in screen 2-12 for the selected indicator (make sure that all data fields are selected in the EXCEL pivot table), select copy, and move to the first data field of the corresponding indicator in screen 2-15 and select paste. All 165 data fields (11 years for 15 areas) will be transferred immediately. This procedure has to be repeated for the other 3 remaining indicators. Having transferred the data to the first indicator the data fields can be collapsed as in screen 2-16 and the data entry can proceed until terminated with clicking <Finish>.
The click of the <Finish> button initiates the writing of the data to the database. The results can then be verified by opening the AIIP comparing (e.g.) the percentage of employment in agriculture and the development over the past 11 years here only in the selected regions to make the graph easier to read. The graph shows that CLMV region notices an increase in agricultural employment whereas all other regions notice a decline.

Customizing and change the aspect of AIIP

We will finish the use of the Database Administration software with a short word about the customization of the aspect of the AIIP. Choose Open from the Customize menu, then choose the root of the Installation Package (here: 2011devinfo6 - AIIP - Install111121 as downloaded from the exchange server - NOT the database only).

The following screen will guide the user through the customization process. For more details please refer to the Data Base Administration Guide (da_60_database_administration_guide_en_r2.pdf)
Customizing and change of AIIP with ACCESS tools

There are several activities with cannot be done with the Data Base Administration software. Already a very simple deletion of an indicator is not possible. So the database administrator needs some basic skills of ACCESS handling. This is not to say that this modification of the database is recommended but in some cases it is the only way: However please consider in general:

1. A basic understanding of ACCESS databases, how to handle tables is needed. Of course you need the Microsoft ACCESS software on your computer and you need administrator rights
2. Always use the Data Base Administration software first
3. Always make copies of your database, once it is corrupt, it is very difficult, sometimes impossible to restore.

Open the database in ACCESS and view the indicators

The ACCESS databases in DevInfo6.0 as all the adapted derivates are copy-protected the password to access the database is: <unitednations2000> (without brackets)

Clicking on a database file (here: ASEAN Integration Information Platform (AIIP) 2011 V34mdb) , there are three tables worth of consideration in the context of this manual:

1. UT_Indicator_Classification_en (contains sectors and other indicator classifications)
2. UT_Indicator_en (contains the indicators – data series)
3. UT_Area_en (contains areas, countries, groups of countries and the countries related to these areas)

Now in the above screen 3-1 you have all the essential information. Note the number IUSNid = 811 in this case,. It will be important in the next table.

To delete an indicator, just click a selected line and press "<Del>". Deletion always asks for confirmation because unlike in other software deleted elements CANNOT be reconstituted.

Modification of indicator’s relation to sectors in the ACCESS database

As other indicators a relationship to a sector as created in the previous chapters cannot be altered or reversed with the Data Base Administration software. But ACCESS tools can do the job.

Open the table UT_Indicator_Classification_en and look for the sector you want to modify: The screen 3-2 will open. Now look at two sector which have a relation to indicators (1.Employment in agriculture and 2.Forest rents): A.7 Food, Agriculture and Forestry is the first sector, agro-based the second.

Opening the related indicators by clicking on the + next to the sector name, a window opens to show the related indicators (IUSNid 811 which is the employment indicator and IUSNid 813 which is the Forest rent). Now we decide to delete the indicator Forest Rent from the sector agro-based. We click on the line and press <Del>. After a confirmation the relationship (not the indicator will be deleted). You have to note that the relationship is not only to sector “agro-based” but also to the superior sector levels (A.6.Priority Integration Sectors). So this relationship will also have to be deleted.
As seen in screen 3-3 two relationships have to be deleted for the above described modification. The relationship lines are for illustration only. The relationship shows in AIIP if you click on a sector. Then the related indicators will show in the window with the (available) indicators. A new relationship can be created in the ACCESS database, entering a line with the known IUSNid of an indicator to be related to the sector in the Table as shown in screen 3-2, but remember the recommendation: 2. Always use the Data Base Administration software first, if possible.

Modification of areas in the ACCESS database

Now and to finish the modifications of the database in ACCESS let us look at the country groups. In AIIP (here: ASEAN Integration Information Platform (AIIP) 2011 V34mdb) we have the following countries listed as preferred partners of ASEAN:

Screen 3-4 shows the current list of countries. Now if you want to delete a country from this list, it is not possible with the Database Administration Software, you have to resort to ACCESS database handling to do so. Let us assume we want to delete Pakistan from this list.
Open the table UT_Area_en in
The database: The table content shows like screen 3-5.
The area preferred partners has areas related in the column “Area_Block”. Looking at the Table we will find out that Pakistan has the Area_NId = 57. So we have to delete the number 57 in the Area_Block field and Pakistan will have disappeared from the list of preferred partners but of course not from the list of countries in the database

With the same revered procedure you can add a country to the list of any of the area groups
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For this short introduction this will be but the essential handling of an adapted system. With these indicated structured steps to modify the AIIP most of the necessary maintenance and adaptation should be feasible – Good Luck